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Defeating
‘diseases’
By Peter Lim

Discover alternative options to diagnose and treat illnesses

ur five-year research into
energy healing has given
us much inspiration in the
discovery of how to defeat
diseases.  Thanks to the thousand
people who came forward to contribute
to our research findings.  It is now
becoming the state-of-the art technology
to track the hideouts of these diseases
and to strike swiftly at the specific
targets, to potentially defeat them.  It is
neither magical nor spiritual, but science
and technology in the making. Results
are preliminary but very encouraging,
holding great promises for the future.

Dealing with health
challenges

From our research, the average person
has about 10 to 15 health challenges
at any one time, covering attacks
from bacteria, viruses, allergies, fungi,
parasites, toxins and tumours that cause
energy imbalance to our body. Often,
one to three symptoms are being dealt
with, but the rest are left undetected and
the root causes not dealt with effectively.
These diseases are recycled back, and
the real issues are not dealt with on a
more permanent basis.
The diseases will usually hide in the
organs and various parts of our body
and sometimes beyond the reach of our
immune system. Once they remain in
our body, they build “nests” and grow
their colonies, inviting other pathogens to
weaken the body.  

Tracking diseases at
their roots

Instead of treating the whole body,
which takes a longer time to recover,
we discovered an effective way to track
the diseases like hunting dogs. Once
spotted, we act swiftly like the eagles,

to strike on the prey in their roots and
hideouts.  In this way, the challenges
can be effectively dealt with quickly
without adversely affecting the rest of the
body. The ultimate goal is to restore the
immune system in its rightful function, to
be in the driver’s seat, and to effectively
fight off and defend against all invasions.  
This system of recovery is non-invasive
and has been proven to be good and
promising in the various applications
of health disorders – sleep, mental
depression, pain, diabetes, eyes, skin,
organ dysfunctions including arterial
blockages, autism, weight and hair loss,
and even tumours (mm size), and others.

NeB Technology:
A photo tells it all

A picture tells a thousand words. Without
disclosing to us their health challenges,
we take a photo of clients and tell
them all the hidden health secrets that
they may not even know using our
technology.  Most of the time, they are all
surprised in the accuracy of our findings.
They are often referred by loved ones or
friends who have benefitted from, and
gained confidence in, our technology.  
Once they agree to come on board as
part of our research, they “donate to our
NeB Research Fund” for a contracted
period of time.
We target dedicated programs at the
hideouts on a regular basis, depending

on the severity of the challenges and
without their need to be around. They
also use our NeB patches, which contain
magnetic information energy on 24/7
basis. We give recommendation on
organic food, supplements, avoidance,
etc, with lifestyle changes on a holistic
approach. Whenever they have “health
attacks”, they feedback to us by phone
or messages, and we respond swiftly to
give them timely advice and action to deal
against the threats.  In a short period of
time, the root causes are being dealt with,
and the clients are on the road to health
recovery.

Being open to new ideas
and technologies

Often we are controlled by the 0.0001%
that we know, but it is the 99.9999%
new ideas that we do not know that we
must be open to, to have a permanent
breakthrough. The people who have
come forward to embrace our new
concepts and technologies have enjoyed
health transformation. This is what NeB
is all about with the help of nature and all
powerful tools to make health a lasting
difference – in the field of quantum
physics, homeopathy, aura, stem cell and
nano technologies.  
Read all the testimonies from our many
articles in the past for a health vision
ahead. Come forward to witness and
benefit this transformation, and potentially
say goodbye to health woes.
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